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Stick-Slip Motion and Elastic Coupling in Crawling Cells1

Alex J Loosley and Jay X Tang2
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Crawling cells exhibit a variety of cell shape dynamics ranging from complex ruffling and bubbling
to oscillatory protrusion and retraction. Periodic shape changes during cell migration are recorded
in fast moving fish epithelial keratocytes where sticking and slipping at opposite sides of the cell’s
broad trailing edge generate bipedal locomotion. Barnhart et al. recently proposed a mechanical
spring model specifically designed to capture bipedal locomotion in these cells. We extend their
model by benchmarking the dynamics of four mechanical configurations against those of crawling
keratocytes. Our analysis shows that elastic coupling to the cell nucleus is necessary to generate its
lateral motion. We select one configuration to study the effects of cell elasticity, size, and aspect
ratio on crawling dynamics. This configuration predicts that shape dynamics are highly dependent
on the lamellipodial elasticity, but less sensitive to elasticity at the trailing edge. The model predicts
a wide range of dynamics seen in actual crawling keratocytes, including coherent bipedal, coherent
non-bipedal, and decoherent motions. This work highlights how the dynamical behaviour of crawling
cells can be derived from mechanical properties through which biochemical factors may operate to
regulate cellular locomotion.

Further information is available [Barnhart etal. Biophys J 98, 933 (2010)]
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I. INTRODUCTION6

Cells are the building blocks of life and their migration7

is crucial to the biological functions that sustain life. For8

example, tissue and nervous system formation depends9

on the coordinated migration of pre-differentiated stem10

cells [1–3], whereas host immune response depends on11

leukocyte migration to sites of infection and injury [4, 5].12

Thus, understanding the mechanisms of cell migration is13

important to the field of biology as well as to advancing14

the frontier of medicine.15

Many cells migrate by crawling along a particular sub-16

stratum. The mechanisms that generate cell crawling17

dynamics can be generally described in two steps. Step18

one, actin polymerization occurs at the leading edge of a19

cell (lamellipodium) causing the cell to protrude forward20

[6, 7]. New adhesion sites form at the leading edge dur-21

ing this process. Step two, contractile forces generated22

within the cytoskeleton act to pull the rear of the cell23

body forward in concert with graded adhesion between24

the cell and substratum [6]. Cell shape may also play25

a role in cell crawling. The subject of how cell shape is26

determined based on intra- and extracellular factors has27

been studied extensively both experimentally and math-28

ematically [8–13]. There are also studies of the reverse29

problem in the context of how cell shape affects focal30

adhesion site formation, traction forces, and cell polar-31

ization [14–16], but the specific effects of cell shape on32

locomotion are as of yet poorly understood.33

A variety of cell shape dynamics can occur depending34

on the type of crawling cells as well as intra- and extra-35

cellular factors [9, 17, 18]. For example, leukocytes and36

fibroblasts exhibit fairly nondeterministic ruffling- and37

bubbling-like shape dynamics [11, 19, 20]. Other cells,38

particularly fish epithelial keratocytes, exhibit shape dy-39

namics that appear periodic and coherent [10, 21–23].40

Such dynamical periodicity and regularity over many cell41

lengths of migration make the latter cell type, fish ker-42

atocytes, a prototypical system for studying cell shape43

dynamics and motility [9, 24, 25].44

Periodic shape dynamics observed in crawling fish ker-45

atocytes are caused by alternating stick-slip motions lo-46

calized at opposite sides of the cell’s broad trailing edge47

[22, 26]. In fast moving keratocytes, ones that move48

roughly 0.1µm/s or faster, these sticking and slipping49

cycles are often observed to be coherent but opposite in50

phase [24]. Hence, one side of the trailing edge sticks51

while the other slips in what is known as bipedal lo-52

comotion. Barnhart et al. recently introduced a two53

dimensional mechanical spring model with stick-slip ad-54

hesion to capture the dynamics of bipedal locomotion in55

fish keratocytes. This model consists of four point-like56

elements located at regions of prevalent shape dynam-57

ics of the cell. One element represents the cell leading58

edge, a region where forces responsible for cell migration59

are generated by complex cytoskelatal processes such as60

actin polymerization and retrograde flow [27–30]. Two el-61

ements represent opposite sides of the cell trailing edge,62

regions that exhibit periodic sticking and slipping mo-63

tions. These three elements are connected by a particular64

spring configuration that incorporates a fourth element65

in the central region of the cell. The springs represent66

either cytoskeletal elasticity or coupling between the cy-67

toskeleton and the nucleus and act to restore overall cell68

shape in response to mechanical perturbation.69

We build on the model by Barnhart et al. by analyzing70

different possible spring configurations that recapitulate71

the shape dynamics of crawling fish keratocytes and use72

the results of this analysis to determine how these dy-73

namics are dependent on cell elasticity, size, and aspect74

ratio. The central element is now interpreted to be the75
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cell nucleus and we compare its motion to experimen-76

tally observed nucleus lateral displacements. Based on77

assumptions such as symmetry about the axis of motion78

and confinement of the nucleus to the central region of the79

cell, we determine that there are only four viable spring80

configurations, including the one studied in the previous81

work. We analyze the dynamics of all four configurations82

and choose one deemed most mechanically representative83

of the real cell that also generates realistic dynamics. Us-84

ing this configuration, we identify three principal param-85

eters representing lamellipodial elasticity, cell length, and86

cell width that are significant determinants of the ampli-87

tude and period of cell shape oscillations. Varying these88

principal parameters over a realistic range, we show that89

this simple spring model generates shape dynamics corre-90

sponding to coherent bipedal, coherent non-bipedal, and91

decoherent crawling cells.92

II. METHODS93

A. Model overview94

Similar to the previous work by Barnhart et al. [24],95

we model the fish keratocyte in 2-D using four elasti-96

cally coupled point-like elements representing different97

dynamic regions of the cell. To introduce the assump-98

tions and physics underlying this elastic coupling model,99

we begin with a demonstrative 1-D version illustrated in100

Fig. 1 A. In this version, the front end, represented by x1,101

extends forward with velocity vf (dashed line indicates102

cell protrusion). It is assumed that this forward propul-103

sion is maintained by the formation of new adhesions to104

the substrate. The trailing edge of the cell, at position x2,105

is coupled to the front by a spring of equilibrium length106

L0 and stiffness K that is representative of the cell length107

and elasticity of the actin cytoskeleton, respectively. The108

assumption of a linearly elastic cytoskeleton is justified109

under physiologically normal strains [31, 32].110

The trailing edge element experiences two types of drag111

forces, adhesion (sticking) and viscous shear (slipping).112

Adhesion occurs due to stochastic binding and unbind-113

ing of adhesion proteins between the cell and its substrate114

[23, 33, 34]. The associated free energy landscape that115

influences the adhesion proteins is modelled by quadratic116

potential wells with minima corresponding to binding117

sites on the substrate [33, 34]. Equivalently, transient118

attachments of adhesion proteins between the cell and119

its substrate can be thought of as springs (see Fig. 1 A120

overlay). If the average spring constant for each adhesive121

bond is κ, then the force against the direction of motion122

due to a particular adhesion bond that forms at time123

tbindi is approximately124

Fi ≈ κẋ2(t− tbindi ), (1)

where ẋ2 is the trailing edge speed, t is time, and index125

i refers to the ith adhesion bond. Equation 1 is valid126

only between the binding time, tbindi , and some partic-127

ular unbinding time, tunbindi , when the spring detaches.128

Times tbindi and tunbindi are stochastic variables with dis-129

tributions that depend on the trailing edge velocity [33].130

Upon summation over all binding events, the time aver-131

aged adhesive drag force is found to scale linearly with132

ẋ2 and κ at low trailing edge speed. At sufficiently high133

trailing edge speed, the adhesive force vanishes because134

adhesion proteins do not spend enough time within the135

capture region of conjugate binding sites to form bonds.136

At high trailing edge speed, the drag force is also thought137

to scale linearly with ẋ2 due to the hydrodynamics of low138

Reynolds number viscous shear. However, the constant139

of proportionality is much smaller than that associated140

with adhesion.141

One can define two drag coefficients: α for slipping,142

and β for sticking, which incorporates κ. The overall143

stick-slip drag force as a function of trailing edge velocity144

is modelled by145

Fd[ẋ2] =







−βẋ2 , ẋ2 < v1
v1−ẋ2

v1−v2
(βv1 − αv2)− βv1 , v1 < ẋ2 < v2

−αẋ2 , v2 < ẋ2

(2)
Here, sticking occurs when ẋ2 < v1 (stick domain) due146

to adhesion bonds, slipping occurs when ẋ2 > v2 (slip147

domain), and some combination of sticking and slipping148

occurs when v1 < ẋ2 < v2 (transition domain). In the149

transition domain, the drag force is modelled by linear150

interpolation [Fig. 1(b)] though the shape of the curve151

in this transition region has little effect on the resulting152

dynamics.153

An additional consideration taking into account the154

time it takes the cell to switch from sticking to slipping,155

and vice versa, is captured by a small inertia-like param-156

eter, g, the physical meaning of which is fully discussed157

in Ref. [24]. Including this g-factor, the equations of158

motion for the one dimensional model are159

ẋ1 = vf (3)
160

gẍ2 − Fd [ẋ2]−K(L− L0) = 0 (4)

where L = x1−x2, and Fd[ẋ2] is the stick-slip drag force161

given in Eq. 2.162

Solutions to Eqs. 3 and 4 are limit cycles in the phase163

space of scaled cell-length, L−L0

K
, and trailing edge veloc-164

ity, ẋ2. Fig. 1(c) shows two such shape-cycle trajectories165

plotted in this phase space. When the inertia-like term is166

removed (g = 0), spring force must be balanced by drag167

force. In the stick domain (ẋ2 < v1 < vf ), the trailing168

edge velocity is less than the velocity of the extending169

leading edge. Consequently, the spring representing cell170

length extends, increasing the forward force applied to171

the trailing edge element. As this force increases, so too172

does the trailing edge velocity. When ẋ2 increases to be173

infinitesimally greater than v1, the sticking drag force is174

insufficient to balance against the forward force of the175
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FIG. 1. (Color online) 1-D crawling cell model. (a) The lead-
ing edge, x1, moves forward with constant velocity, vf , rep-
resenting a region where the lamellipodium extends forward.
The trailing edge, x2, is elastically coupled to the leading edge
by a spring of elasticity K and rest-length L0 representing cy-
toskeletal elasticity and extension, respectively. A stick-slip
drag force underneath the trailing edge is modelled by many
small springs with average spring constant κ. (b) Drag force-
velocity curve. At low trailing edge velocity, ẋ2 < v1 (stick do-
main), drag force is generated by adhesion complexes forming
between the cell membrane and substrate. To good approx-
imation, such adhesion generated drag force scales linearly
with velocity characterized by drag coefficient, β. At high
trailing edge velocity, ẋ2 > v2 (slip domain), adhesion com-
plexes no longer form. The drag force in this domain is purely
viscous in nature and characterized by the relatively small lin-
ear drag coefficient, α (α ≪ β). At intermediate velocities,
v1 < ẋ2 < v2 (transition domain), drag force is generated
by a mixture of the sticking and slipping mechanisms. The
overall drag-velocity curve is continuous in all domains. (c)
Cell length-velocity phase space trajectories with and without
the inertia term, g. Data points are separated by a constant
time step equal to one fiftieth of the limit cycle period (T/50).
Therefore, rapid changes in velocity and cell length are noted
by relatively large distances between consecutive data points.

spring. The trailing edge therefore accelerates instanta-176

neously until force balance is re-established by the slip-177

ping drag force (cyan trajectory). When the inertia-like178

term is applied, e.g. g = 0.3 s2 nN/µm, force balance179

is not instantaneously required and abrupt acceleration180

does not occur. Hence, the limit cycle trajectory in phase181

space appears rounded (green trajectory). In both cases,182

the shape of the drag force-velocity curve in the transi-183

tion domain (Eq. 2, v1 < ẋ2 < v2) has negligible effect184

on the resulting dynamics because the dynamical vari-185

able ẋ2(t) remains within this domain over a duration186

that is negligible compared to the limit cycle period.187

This model is extended into 2-D as shown in Fig. 2.188

The trailing edge, where bipedal locomotion occurs, is189

represented by two elements located at ~xl and ~xr. The190

drag force in Eq. 2 is vectorially applied to both elements191

in the opposite direction of motion. The nucleus is repre-192

sented by an element located at ~xn. Drag on this element193

is intermediate between sticking and slipping drags asso-194

ciated with the trailing edge. The front element that195

drives the system forward is now represented by loca-196

tion vector ~xf , instead of ~x1 as in the 1-D model. Later197

in this work, we replace the front element with a rod-198

like element that better represents the wide extent of199

the protruding edge of the lamellipodium. Spring and200

drag forces are combined into a set of 2-D equations of201

motion. The 2-D equations of motion and a discussion202

about initial conditions is provided in the supplemental203

material. A reference diagram for this model is shown204

in Fig. 2(b) listing the spring constants, spring lengths,205

and drag coefficients. Cell lengths ∆yl and ∆yr are two206

of the dynamical variables used to characterize bipedal207

locomotion. They are defined as the distance from the208

front element to the left and right trailing elements, re-209

spectively, projected onto the axis of forward motion (y-210

axis). Fig 2(b) also defines a cell width, ∆x, as the dis-211

tance between the trailing edge elements projected on the212

axis perpendicular to forward motion (x-axis).213
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Schematic of four element elastic cou-
pling model in 2-D. (a) Side profile of the cell, ∆zlam is the
lamellipodium thickness. (b) Top down reference diagram of
the 2-D elastic coupling model. Elements, depicted by ovals,
are located at ~xf , ~xl, ~xr, and ~xn. The front element moves
with constant velocity ~vf . Spring lengths and elasticity are in-
dicated next to each spring. Element specific drag coefficients
are shown in rectangular boxes. The cell is modelled symmet-
rically about the axis of forward motion, ~vf . Cell lengths ∆yl
and ∆yr are defined as the distance between ~xf and either ~xl

or ~xr respectively, projected onto the axis of forward motion.
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B. Simulation methods and criteria for214

characterizing dynamics215

Solutions to the 2-D equations of motion (Eqs. 1-4, 7,216

8 in the supplemental material) were found by numerical217

integration using the Runge-Kutta algorithm built into218

MATLAB R2010b (The Mathworks, Natick, MA). A dy-219

namical solution was considered periodic if the left and220

right side cell length dynamics stabilized into periodic221

motion within 800 s. For a typical limit cycle period of222

40 s, this equates to 20 periods. Fourier transformation223

was used to measure frequency. For solutions deemed pe-224

riodic, phase differences between ∆yl and ∆yr were cal-225

culated. Frequency was determined by locating the first226

harmonic of the Fourier transform while phase was deter-227

mined by the complex argument of the Fourier transform228

at this harmonic. Fourier transforms were calculated us-229

ing the MATLAB fast Fourier transform algorithm. We230

also measured amplitudes of cell length modulation and231

nucleus lateral displacement, which is defined as the dis-232

tance of the central element, ~xn, from the axis of forward233

motion. Simulation dynamics were considered bipedal234

if cell length oscillations were periodic and the phase235

difference between ∆yl and ∆yr was between 0.45 and236

0.55 periods. Dynamics were otherwise labelled as ei-237

ther periodic or irregular. Bipedal dynamics are said to238

be realistic if the following three conditions are satisfied,239

which are based on experimental observations of fish ker-240

atocyte dynamics discussed in the supplemental material241

(Figs. S1 and S2):242

1. amplitude of cell length modulation from 1 to 3243

µm;244

2. amplitude of nucleus lateral displacement from 0.3245

to 1.2 µm;246

3. period of limit cycle from 30 to 70 s.247

Throughout this paper, simulation results are bench-248

marked against experimental analysis of keratocytes dis-249

cussed in the supplemental material.250

C. Choice of model parameters251

Parameter values for α, β, v1, and v2 were chosen based252

on estimates made from the previous work [24]. A sum-253

mary of the parameters used in this model, including254

numerical ranges based on measurements of cell size, as-255

pect ratio, and other dynamical quantities, is shown in256

Table I. The elastic modulus of a keratocyte, E, has been257

measured to be between 10 and 150nN/µm2 [31, 35, 36],258

and is thought to increase from anterior to posterior. The259

model was analyzed over this range of E by varying the260

stiffness of springs that correspond to different regions of261

the cell. These spring stiffnesses were calculated using262

the relation,263

k =
ES

d
, (5)

where S is the cross section area and d is the spring264

length. For example, to calculate KD, we set S ≈265

L∆zlam and d = D (see Fig. 2). Using ∆zlam ∼ 0.1µm266

[36, 37] and L/D ∼ 0.5−1 based on keratocyte cell shapes267

measurements (see supplemental material) [9, 10, 24]268

yields a spring constant range KD ∼ 0.5 − 15nN/µm.269

The viability of this model was tested using spring con-270

stants varied from 0 to 10nN/µm. Spring lengths were271

chosen in conjunction with spring constants so that sim-272

ulated cell width and length corresponded to the shapes273

of fish keratocyte cells observed in previous publications274

(see supplemental material), though cell shape range275

need not have been restricted in this manner.276

D. Simulation benchmarking277

Phase contrast movies of eleven motile fish kerato-278

cytes, five undergoing bipedal locomotion, were analyzed279

to measure cell sizes, aspect ratios, and other dynamical280

quantities used to benchmark simulation dynamics (see281

Fig. S1). These movies were obtained from the supple-282

mental materials of Refs. [9, 10, 24, 38]. Movies were283

converted to image sequences using Virtual Dub (Avery284

Lee) or MPEG Streamclip (Squared 5) depending on file285

format. Custom MATLAB software was used to deter-286

mine image by image cell symmetry axes and trajectories287

of the leading edge, trailing edge, and nucleus centroid.288

We measured nucleus lateral displacement to be the dis-289

tance from the nucleus centroid to a line of best fit (see290

Fig. S2). Experimental cell length oscillations were mea-291

sured as the distance between the center of the leading292

edge and either of the trailing edge elements, projected293

onto the cell symmetry axis. There are minor discrep-294

ancies between these measurements and simulated cell295

length oscillations because the experimental symmetry296

axis does not always correspond to the axis of forward297

motion. An example of cell length oscillation measure-298

ments is shown in Movie S1.299

III. RESULTS300

A. Viable spring configurations301

There are several ways to elastically couple the302

elements that make up the two dimensional model303

[Fig. 2(b)], in particular by adding or removing springs to304

form different spring configurations. By assuming sym-305

metry about the axis of forward motion and by requiring306

the cell to maintain a reasonable shape with width and307

length comparable to observations, the number of possi-308

ble configurations is constrained to the four illustrated in309

Fig. 3(a). Config. 1 is the simplest possible configuration310

that can generate bipedal locomotion whereas Configs. 2311

through 4 generate bipedal locomotion with one added312

element that represents the cell nucleus. The dynamics313
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of all four configurations are discussed at length in the314

supplemental material (see Fig. S3).315

Briefly, Config. 1 can generate dynamics that are sim-316

ilar to bipedal locomotion, though the single direct cou-317

pling between trailing edge elements through the KW318

spring leads to aberrant motions at the trailing edge.319

Specifically, slipping of one trailing edge element extends320

the KW spring causing momentary aberrant slipping of321

the opposite trailing edge element. There is also no pos-322

sibility for Config. 1 to describe the observed lateral dis-323

placement of a keratocyte nucleus. Adding a central el-324

ement allows for indirect elastic coupling between the325

trailing edge elements that supplements the direct KW326

connection. Config. 2 is like Config. 1 except a central el-327

ement is added and all four elements are directly coupled328

to each other. This configuration can generate bipedal329

locomotion and realistic nucleus lateral displacement if330

one interprets the central element to be the nucleus.331

However, such dynamics are not robust under parameter332

variation compared to configurations with fewer springs.333

Config. 2 works best near the KD → 0 or KW → 0 limits,334

i.e. Config. 3 or Config. 4, respectively.335

Config. 3 is the spring arrangement considered by336

Barnhart et al. They found that stable bipedal loco-337

motion occurs over a range of KW and g-values. During338

bipedal locomotion, the central element, ~xn, oscillates in339

the lateral direction entrained to the bipedal limit cycle.340

Although Config. 3 produces realistic bipedal dynamics,341

we have no physical interpretation of a spring directly342

coupling the trailing edge elements. In contrast, we in-343

troduce an alternative configuration, Config. 4, and use a344

spring orientation argument to suggest that it better cap-345

tures the mechanical properties of the actin cytoskeleton.346

Config. 4 is different from Config. 3 by the removal of the347

KW spring (KW = 0), and the addition of two springs348

that couple each trailing edge element to the leading edge349

element (KD > 0). In this model, the KD springs tend350

to orient with angles similar to the known orientation351

angles of actin filaments that make up the lamellipodial352

actin network in keratocytes [39, 40]. Specifically, actin353

filaments in keratocytes under physiological conditions354

show long range orientation order with angles between355

±25o and ±45o with respect to the direction of leading356

edge protrusion. The KD springs capture the anisotropy357

of network elasticity [41] in the direction parallel to fila-358

ment orientation. Cell width is now maintained by both359

the KD and KL springs, instead of spring KW as in Con-360

fig. 3. Springs, KL, coupling the trailing edge to the nu-361

cleus can be interpreted in the context of the contractile362

actin-myosin bundle at the rear of the cell [42], though a363

KW spring can also be interpreted in the same way.364

Configuration 4 generates dynamics similar to those of365

Config. 3, in some cases with a slightly larger nucleus lat-366

eral displacement closer to experimentally observed val-367

ues. An example time lapse showing the dynamics of368

Config. 4 is shown in Fig. 3(b). Cell length and nucleus369

lateral displacement time plots corresponding to the time370

lapse are shown in Fig. 3(c) and (d), respectively. In this371
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Viable 2-D spring configurations and
the dynamics of Config. 4. (a) Diagrams of the four viable
2-D spring configurations. Each viable configuration main-
tains reasonable cell shape and is symmetric about the axis of
forward motion. Config. 4 is the preferred configuration pro-
posed in this work. (b) Time lapse of the simulated dynamics
of Config. 4. showing bipedal locomotion. The time lapse is
shown in 7 s increments and corresponds to time plots of cell
length and nucleus lateral displacement shown in (c) and (d).
This simulation corresponds to a cell with a time averaged
length and width of 13 and 19 µm, respectively. The ampli-
tude of length oscillations is 3.0 µm with a period of 40.5 s.
The amplitude of nucleus lateral displacement is 0.6 µm. A
continuous motion time lapse of this simulation is found in
Movie S2. Parameters corresponding to this simulation are
listed in Fig. S3.

example, the nucleus undulates laterally in a series of372

exponential decays that have a period of 40.5 s, and an373

amplitude of 0.6µm, consistent with observations. Nu-374

cleus lateral displacement can be made more sinusoidal if375
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the drag force (parameter γ) is reduced compared to the376

spring forces acting on the nucleus, though it is unclear377

if this would be more realistic.378

To assess the viability of Config. 4, we investigated379

how its bipedal dynamics changed in response to varying380

mechanical parameters, KD, KL, and KN , drag param-381

eters, α, β, γ, and g, and cell shape parameters, D, L,382

and N . Fig. 4, (a) and (b) are phase diagrams of the dy-383

namical responses plotted in the g-KD and g-KL spaces,384

respectively. Hatched areas indicate regions of realistic385

bipedal dynamics for two choices of drag coefficient γ.386

The dynamical response is characterized by amplitudes387

of cell length and nucleus lateral displacement oscilla-388

tions (blue curves), and the overall limit cycle period389

(green curve) shown in Fig. 4, (c) and (d). Bipedal loco-390

motion occurred for spring stiffnesses, KD & 0.4 nN/µm391

and KL & 0.5 nN/µm. The model fails at lower spring392

stiffnesses because there is not enough rigidity between393

elements to maintain normal cell shape. In the case of394

lower elasticity, KL < 0.5 nN/µm, element ~xl can unre-395

alistically swing over from the left side to the right side396

of the cell (and vice versa for element ~xr). In the normal397

cell shape regime, response characteristics changed very398

little under variation of KL, in contrast to variation of399

KD. Therefore, we identify lamellipodial spring stiffness,400

KD, as a principal parameter that tunes the length- and401

time-scales of limit cycle behaviour, more so than other402

mechanical parameters in this model. Fig. S4 in the sup-403

plemental material shows that response characteristics404

are also sensitive to variation of sticking coefficient, β,405

though less sensitive to variation of drag coefficient, γ,406

and inertia-like parameter, g.407

Not shown in Fig. 4 or in the supplemental material408

is the effect of spring elasticity KN on the dynamics of409

Config. 4. Spring KN in conjunction with drag on the410

nucleus can be used to fix the average displacement be-411

tween the front element and the nucleus element. Spring412

elasticity KN is required to be greater than 1 nN/µm in413

order to maintain cell shape. As KN increases, the nu-414

cleus element is drawn toward the front of the cell, thus415

also drawing the trailing edge elements inwards. Bipedal416

locomotion still occurs with slightly altered period and417

amplitudes.418

B. Crawling dynamics depend on cell aspect ratio419

Using Config. 4, we systematically varied lamellipodial420

elasticity, cell size, and cell aspect ratio to analyze their421

effects on crawling dynamics. Cell width was varied by422

changing spring length L (width ≈ 2L), and lamellipo-423

dial elasticity was varied via the KD parameter, which424

is the principle mechanical parameter that tunes the dy-425

namics of this model. Two different cell lengths were426

studied based on the experimental cell length distribu-427

tion in Fig. S1 (a): short, 〈∆y(t)〉 = 11 µm (N = 8 µm),428

and long, 〈∆y(t)〉 = 16 µm (N = 12 µm). Mathemat-429

ically, diagonal spring length D was made functionally430
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Dynamical responses of Config. 4 with
respect to parameters KD, KL and g. The green shaded re-
gions of the g − KD (a) and g − KL (b) parameter spaces
indicate bipedal dynamics and hatch patterns indicate realis-
tic bipedal dynamics for two choices of γ. (c, d) Amplitudes
of cell length and nucleus lateral displacement (NLD) oscil-
lations (blue curves), as well as the limit cycle period (green
curve), plotted against mechanical parameters KD and KL.
Lamellipodium spring elasticity, KD, significantly alters limit
cycle amplitudes and periods, whereas trailing edge spring
elasticity, KL, does not. The model fails when either spring
constant is too low (. 0.5 nN/µm) where then point-like el-
ements delocalize leading to a loss of normal shape. In each
chart, parameters that are not varied are listed in Fig. S3
under Config. 4.

dependent on L, N , and KD in order to hold the cell431

length constant under variation of the dependent param-432

eters (see Fig. 2).433

The results of this analysis are shown as cases 1 and434

2 in Fig. 5. Case 3 is a modification of Config. 4 where435

a rod-like element is used at the leading edge instead of436

point-like element, ~xf . In the sense that the KD springs437

represent a center of mean elasticity on the two sides of438

the lamellipodial actin network, it is likely more realis-439

tic that these springs should couple to two points at the440

leading edge that are symmetrically displaced from the441

axis of symmetry, instead of to a point at ~xf . A rod-442

like element allows us to modify the endpoints of springs443

KD in just this way. The rod also better aligns the KD444
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springs with the known long range angular orientation445

of the cytoskeleton discussed above. The modified equa-446

tions of motion for this configuration, which we call the447

handlebar model, are found in the supplemental material.448

Diagrams of the three cases discussed above are shown449

in Fig. 5(a). For each case, we investigated the effects of450

varying cell width and lamellipodium elasticity. Dynami-451

cal output is characterized by amplitude of cell length os-452

cillations and dynamical behaviour as shown in Fig. 5(b)453

and (c) respectively. The amplitude maps can be bro-454

ken down into three key regions. Regions of red indicate455

relatively large amplitudes (3-10 µm). These amplitudes456

are greater than those of most coherent keratocytes and457

occur when lamellipodium elasticity is low, causing the458

trailing edge to stick longer. Regions of dark blue indi-459

cate relatively small amplitudes (0-1 µm). These ampli-460

tude describe most smooth gliding keratocytes that have461

small stick-slip events observed at the trailing edge (for462

example, in Movie S1). Regions of both light blue and463

yellow indicate amplitudes of realistic bipedal locomo-464

tion (1-3 µm). In cases 1 and 2, there appear to be465

“anomalous” amplitude variations for wide cells when466

KD & 6 nN/µm. The phase diagrams indicate that these467

anomalous regions of the amplitude maps correspond to468

irregular behaviour [Fig. 5(c)]. Such regions could rep-469

resent the phase space for fast moving decoherent cells.470

Smooth gliding cells are described by all dynamical be-471

haviours with small amplitudes. Exceptions shown here472

are cells that fail to maintain proper cell shape, which are473

indicated in white at the top-right corner of the phase di-474

agram for case 1, although there are other examples be-475

yond these parameter ranges. Realistic bipedal locomo-476

tion occurs in regions of overlap between those labelled477

bipedal on the phase diagrams and those where ampli-478

tudes of cell length oscillations fall between 1 and 3 µm.479

Overall, one can use the phase diagrams in conjunction480

with the amplitude maps to characterize the dynamical481

responses of the model. These diagrams describe how cell482

crawling dynamics are dependent on cytoskeletal elastic-483

ity, extension, and cell aspect ratio.484

IV. DISCUSSION485

Cell motility models typically consist of a set of dy-486

namical equations that describe the biochemistry (i.e.,487

diffusion and flow of biomolecules that regulate myosin488

motors, actin polymerization, etc.) and/or the biome-489

chanics (i.e., adhesion between cell and substrate, corti-490

cal tension, etc.) of a system to varying degrees of com-491

plexity [12, 13, 24, 29, 43–46]. That a simple mechanical492

model involving only four elements coupled by passive493

springs is able to significantly recapitulate the motion of494

these highly complicated systems is surprising. There are495

alternative models describing the shape dynamics of ker-496

atocytes, such as one proposed by Ziebert et al. [46], in497

which cell length oscillations result from filament orien-498

tation and overall cell shape. In another model proposed499

by Barnhart et al. [13], the implications of substrate ad-500

hesion strength on keratocyte motility were studied by501

considering the interplay between actin polymerization,502

myosin II transport, myosin II generated actin retrograde503

flow, and linear adhesion forces between the cell and504

its substrate. Their model generates the characteristic505

cell shapes and migration speeds recorded in fish kera-506

tocytes, but it does not account for bipedal locomotion.507

Our model describes general cell crawling dynamics and508

its dependency on mechanical properties but does not509

account for the specific effects of adhesion strength be-510

cause the physics of adhesion at the leading edge and511

other more complicated factors such as actin polymer-512

ization and actin retrograde motion are all contained in513

the self-propulsion parameter, ~vf , which prescribes the514

cell’s locomotion speed. We ignore the finer details of515

these factors in exchange for a simple model to study516

cell crawling dynamics with a focus distinct from that of517

Ref. [13].518

In our analysis of cell crawling movies from previous519

publications, it is apparent that the leading edge veloc-520

ity of bipedally crawling cells fluctuates, although these521

fluctuations are not as large as stick-slip induced veloc-522

ity fluctuations at the trailing edge. As such, assuming a523

constant velocity, ~vf , at the leading edge is an oversim-524

plification. Instead, one could model the forward propul-525

sion by introducing a propulsion force in place of velocity526

~vf . Such a force would have to be anchored by adhe-527

sion formation under the ventral surface of the cell that528

would lead to a net forward spring force large enough529

to propel the trailing edge elements into the slipping do-530

main without allowing the cell to stall. The force at the531

leading edge could be calculated from empirical force-532

velocity relations such as the one recently measured by533

Heinemann et al. [37] using slow crawling keratocytes.534

In this case, the load force would be assumed to scale535

with the total spring force acting against leading edge536

and the force-velocity relation would then be used to cal-537

culate the leading edge velocity. At this time, however,538

it is unknown how the force-velocity curves measured by539

Heinemann et al. are different from those of fast crawl-540

ing keratocytes, which have distinctly different leading541

edge characteristics. Measurements and models of force-542

velocity curves for other systems such as listeria [29, 47]543

are strikingly different from those in Ref. [37]. In liste-544

ria, the protrusion velocity is nearly independent of load545

under high loading conditions, whereas the opposite is546

true for slow crawling keratocytes. Given the variability547

of force-velocity relationships in the literature, we stay548

with the constant velocity approximation as a first step549

to mechanically modelling cell dynamics, instead of in-550

voking a protrusion velocity that requires knowledge of551

a force velocity curve.552

Beyond investigating the stick-slip dynamics of the ker-553

atocyte trailing edge, our analysis also probes the role of554

the cell nucleus. It is well known that epithelial kera-555

tocytes are complex systems with mechanical properties556

that depend on the actin cytoskeleton [48–50], but here557
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Dynamical responses of Config. 4 and the handlebar model with respect to lamellipodial elasticity,
cell size, and cell aspect ratio. (a) Diagrams indicating average cell length, 〈∆y〉, and mechanical model: either Config. 4
(first and second columns) or the handlebar model (third column). Cell width is varied by changing spring length L. Cell
length is varied by changing middle spring length, N , and then choosing lamellipodial spring length D = D(L,KD, N) such
that 〈∆y(t)〉 remains constant. Parameter KD sets the lamellipodial elasticity. In case 3, the length of the handle bar is set
equal to L. (b) Color maps indicating the amplitude of cell length oscillations under variation of KD and L. Saturated red
(larger amplitudes occurring when KD is relatively small) indicates amplitudes greater than those typically observed. Dark
blue (smaller amplitudes occurring when KD is relatively large) indicates amplitudes that are small and difficult to measure
experimentally. Light blue and yellow (light gray shades) indicate amplitudes corresponding to realistic bipedal dynamics.
Amplitude maps can be interpreted in conjunction with the corresponding phase diagrams beneath in (c). The dynamical
response of the system is categorized into three behaviours: bipedal, periodic, and irregular. Bipedal regions includes both
realistic and other bipedal locomotion. Both periodic and bipedal regions correspond to coherent gliding-like keratocytes,
whereas irregular dynamics with anomalously large amplitudes may correspond to decoherent cells. The white region (case 1)
indicates solutions where the cell fails to maintain a reasonable shape.

we find that coupling to a central element is required558

to generate realistic nucleus lateral displacement. This559

implies a mechanical landscape where the trailing edge560

and lamellipodium are both elastically coupled to the561

cell nucleus. The coupling scheme made up of all possi-562

ble spring connections among the four elements (Config.563

2) can generate bipedal locomotion; however, the system564

is not robust under parameter variation. Because this565

configuration is made up of more than the minimal num-566

ber of springs required to maintain proper cell shape, the567

trailing edge elements are more sensitive to sudden mo-568

tions that propagate through multiple spring pathways569

during stick-slip transitions. Hence, adding additional570

springs over-constrains the system.571

Both the third and fourth configurations generate real-572

istic bipedal dynamics including nucleus lateral displace-573

ment oscillations. In the fourth configuration, the KD574

springs capture the elasticity of the lamellipodial actin575

cytoskeleton in the direction parallel to overall filament576

orientation. There is a general robustness in terms of577

parameter ranges over which realistic bipedal locomo-578

tion occurs, though some parameters (KD and β) sig-579

nificantly modify the corresponding time-scales and am-580

plitudes. Cell shape dynamics are highly dependent on581

spring constant KD, whereas they are far less dependent582

on spring constant KL. This implies that locomotion is583
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sensitive to elasticity of the actin cytoskeleton, but not584

elasticity of couplings between the trailing edge and the585

nucleus. Blebbistatin, a myosin II inhibitor, is known to586

inhibit actin network flow at the rear of keratocytes [42]587

but does not greatly change keratocyte stick-slip dynam-588

ics [24]. This result is consistent with our model, which589

predicts that cell crawling dynamics are relatively insen-590

sitive to variation of elasticity at the rear of the cell. By591

the same logic, the model does not contradict findings592

suggesting that the rear of a keratocyte is stiffer than its593

lamellipodium [36].594

When interpreting Fig. 5, one should consider how KD595

scales with cell size. Holding the elastic modulus, E,596

constant, one can estimate KD as a function of cell width597

parameter, L, using Eq. 5. This function is obtained by598

solving KD ≈ EL∆zlam

D(L,KD) , where D(L,KD) is the spring599

length necessary to maintain constant cell length when600

L and KD are varied. Solutions to this equation show601

that many limit cycles with abnormally large amplitudes602

in Fig. 5, cases 1 and 2, are not possible given realistic603

values of E and ∆zlam. This mechanics argument gives604

insight into why keratocytes are not observed with these605

excessively large stick-slip cycles.606

In addition to recapitulating the dynamics of fast mov-607

ing keratocytes, the model is also applicable to slow mov-608

ing ones. The transition between slow and fast is set609

by parameter v1, where in this work we have analyzed610

cells modelled by vf > v1. Figure S1 shows distributions611

representing the wide variety of cell speeds, sizes, and612

stick slip amplitudes recorded in fast moving keratocyte.613

Observed crawling dynamics can are categorized into614

three groups: Coherent bipedal, coherent non-bipedal,615

and decoherent locomotion. The model presented in this616

work reproduces these observations. We have shown how617

lamellipodial elasticity, cell size, and cell aspect ratio can618

determine crawling behaviour even before consideration619

for more complicated biological mechanisms. These find-620

ings suggest the existence of mechanically preferred cell621

shapes for cells that need to move quickly and efficiently.622

The mechanical model presented in this work should be623

applicable to other fan shaped cells such as gliding hu-624

man fibrosarcoma cells [19] and the ameboid sperm of625

ascaris [51]. More complicated cell shapes and shape dy-626

namics are possible by adding more stick-slip elements to627

the model. Therefore, this model may also be applicable628

to cells such as leukocytes and fibroblasts that undergo629

more complicated, highly variable, shape dynamics.630

See Supplemental Material at [URL will be inserted by631

publisher] to find the equations of motion, experimental632

benchmarking, and a more detailed analysis and compar-633

ison of all four viable spring configurations. Figs. S1, S2,634

S3, and S4, and Movie S1 and S2 are contained in the635

supplemental material.636
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parameter meaning range units references

α
slipping drag coefficient

0.15 - 0.5 nN s/µm
(viscous shear)

β
sticking drag coefficient

20 - 100 nN s/µm
(adhesion under trailing edge)

γ
nuclear drag coefficient

1 - 20 nN s/µm
(adhesion under cell nucleus)

g
inertia term

0 - 0.8 nNs2 /µm [24]
(sets switching time-scale between sticking and slipping)

v1
critical sticking velocity

0.08 µm/s
(upper limit of the sticking domain)

v2
critical slipping velocity

1 µm/s
(lower limit of the slipping domain)

vf
leading edge velocity

0.2 µm/s
(vf > v1 required for stick-slip dynamics)

KN

spring constants 0 - 10 nN/µm [24, 31, 35, 36]KD

KL

KW

N

spring lengths (determines cell shape)

1 - 20

µmD 5 - 35 [9, 10, 24]

L 10 - 30 [52, 53]

W 18 - 60

R handle bar rod length 0-30 µm

TABLE I. List of parameters used for the two dimensional model. Parameter ranges correspond to experimentally observed
cell velocity, elasticity, etc. as determined by estimation or measurements reported in previous work. Each parameter range
is justified by the references given here, except for rod length R, which we scale with the width of the cell’s perceived leading
edge. Some spring constants are not applicable depending on which configuration is used. Here, spring lengths were selected
to permit proper cell shape.


